






WHAT IS THE
EZ POLISH SYSTEM?

TOOLS
CHEMICALS
STEPS3

EZ Green Cut
•Contains Nanoabrasives to help rapidly remove surface scratches
•Eliminates the need for multiple grinding steps
•Profiles the floor

EZ Densifier
•Hybrid Lithium Silicate Densifier, Ideal for exposed or polished concrete
•Hardens Deep Within the concrete to improve surface performance 
     and resist harmful effects of traffic wear and weathering
•Helps keep a longer lasting color with UV Stabilizers
•Improves resistance to staining 

EZ Super Guard
•High-gloss formula gives concrete floors an impressive shine
•Protects polished and dyed concrete from stains and etching
•Improves clarity and gloss
•Improves surface abrasion and durability

EZ Polish System allows your project to be delivered SOONER with 
LESS installation time, LOWER costs and MEASURABLE results.

Along with the Tooling and Chemicals, our RA Meter ensures consistent 
and Sustainable results EVERY TIME

Tool #1

Tool #2

Tool #3



TECHNOLOGY AT WORK
FOR YOU

The Bottom Line About RA
•Roughness Average takes the guesswork out of diagnosing the level of 
scratches in a floor. If the floor was not refined and all scratches were not taken 
out, you must then go back a few steps until you succeed.

• RA measurements during the polishing process and at the end of  each tool 
ensures you are hitting the proper numbers and able to move on to the next 
tool.

• RA helps the owner know exactly what quality they are getting. The 
contractor will also be able to meet the job specifications.

EZ Polish is a concrete polishing system that uses Precision Tooling measured by a surface texture RA meter. We 
use this technology to measure the Roughness Average (RA) texture of the floor through its refinement process. RA Meters 
are used in the metal industry to ensure that surfaces of critical parts are manufactured to specific RA numbers no matter 
where the plant was located in the world.

R.A. Ensures Two Things:
1. The floor is refined to a certain RA number PRIOR to 

proceeding to the next polishing tool.

2. It gives all parties: architect, owner and contractor, the 
knowledge of what the final RA is when the floor refinement 
has been completed. The architect knows the spec has been 

met, the owner received exactly what he paid for and the 
contractor was able to deliver a precise installation in less time 

with GUARANTEED RESULTS.

The fact is that using RA in concrete polishing is Farly New. In fall of 2013, the Concrete Sawing and Drilling Association 
(CSDA) working with ASME, ASTM and ACI, issued a specification titled "Measuring Concrete Micro Surface Texture."

Briefly, the standard, commonly called ST-115, details methods and sets parameters for measuring the roughness of a 
concrete surface. This measurement, the RA, describes: Surface Refinement; which is the average difference between 
profile peaks and valleys - the scratches - measured in micro-inches. The RA is key to achieving the desired appearance, 
performance and sustainability of the finished polished floor. 



THE RIGHT FINISH
EVERYTIME

Produces a lower sheen appearance 
with minimal reflection. Just 2 cutting 
tools required to achieve this finish 
compared to traditional polishing 
which would require 4-6 cutting 
passes.  Use Tool #1 and Tool #2 to 
achieve this finish.

Has a greater gloss reflection as 
compared to a honed finish. A 
reflection can be seen at an angle 
closer up to the finished floor. Just 2 
cutting passes are required instead of 
5-7 cutting passes required in 
traditional methods. Use Tool #1 and 
Tool #2 to achieve this finish 

Has a very high level of reflection and 
shine. The reflection can be seen when 
standing directly over the finished 
floor. Just 3 cutting passes are 
required instead of 8-10 cutting 
passes required in traditional methods. 
Use Tool #1, Tool #2 and Tool #3 to 
achieve this finish

A large aggregate exposure requires 
a cutting depth of roughly ¼” into the 
concrete. Just 4 cutting steps are 
required instead of 8-10. Use a 16 grit 
metal along with Tool #1, Tool #2 and 
Tool #3 to achieve this finish

This exposure shows smaller amounts 
of aggregate than large aggregate 
exposure. This exposure requires 
cutting roughly ⅙” into the concrete. 
Just 4 cutting steps are required 
instead of 8-10. Use a 30 grit metal 
along with Tool #1, Tool #2 and 
Tool #3 to achieve this finish

A fine aggregate exposure allows 
very small amounts of aggregate to be 
exposed. The fine aggregate exposure 
requires a cutting depth of roughly 
¹/₁₆". Just 3 cutting steps are required 
instead of 6-10. Use Tool #1, Tool #2 
and Tool #3 to achieve this finish.

A cream polish finish shows no aggregate and is 
simply polishing the cream on the top of the 
concrete. The cutting depth required when achieving 
a cream polish finish is a very faint cut. To achieve 
this finish, simply use the Tool #2 followed by Tool 
#3. Just 2 cutting steps are required instead of 6-8. 

HONED FINISHED SEMI POLISHED HIGHLY POLISHED

LARGE AGGREGATE EXPOSURE MEDIUM AGGREGATE EXPOSURE FINE AGGREGATE EXPOSURE

CREAM POLISH




